A b s t r a c t . This paper describes the objectives of the SEQUOIA 2000 project and the software development that is being done to achieve these objectives. In addition, several lessons relevant to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) that have have been learned from the project are explained.
The purpose of this paper is to explain the objectives of SEQUOIA 2000 and the research focus that we have adopted in support of these objectives. Therefore, Section 2 first motivates the computer science objectives of Sequoia 2000. Then, Section 3 continues with an overview of the projects we are pursuing. Section 4 then explores four different themes that cross most elements of the SEQUOIA 2000 research plan. We close in Section 6 with some comments relevant to large Geographic Information Systems (GIS) that we have learned from our experiences to date.
SEQUOIA 2000 MOTIVATION
The SEQUOIA 2000 architecture is motivated by four fundamental computer science objectives: 1) big fast storage 2) an all-embracing DBMS 3) integrated visualization tools 4) high-spe~ networking which we discuss in turn.
High Performance I/O on Terabyte Data Sets
Our clients are fruslrated by current computing environments because they cannot effectively manage, store, and access the massive amounts of data that their research requires. They would like high-performance system software that would effectively support assorted tertiary storage devices. Collectively, our Earth science clients would like to store about 100 terabytes of data now. Many of these are common data sets, used by multiple investigators.
Unlike some other scientific computing users, much of our clients' I/O activity is random access. For example, several investigators use image data from the l_andsat Thematic Mapper. Sometimes they want the most current image for a specific area, sometimes they want to examine a time sequence of mosaicked images for a larger area. Similarly, DWR is digitizing the agency's library of 500,000 photographic slides, and will put it on-line using the SEQUOIA 2000 environment. This data set will have some locality of reference but will have considerable random activity.
All Data in a DBMS
Our clients agree on the merits of moving all their data to a database management system. In this way, the metadata that describe their data sets can be mainrained, assisting them with the ability to retrieve needed information. A more important benefit is the sharing of information it will allow, thus enabling intercampus, interdisciplinary research. Because a DBMS will insist on a common schema for shared information, it will allow the researchers to define this schema; then all must use a common notation for shared data. This will improve the current confused state, whereby every data set exists in a different format and must be converted by any researcher who wishes to use it.
Better Visualization Tools
Our clients use visualization tools such as AVS, IDL, Khoros, and Explorer. They are frustrated by aspects of these products and are anxious for a next-generation visualization toolkit that: 1) allows better management, use, and manipulation of large data sets and model output;
2) provides better interactive data analysis tools, including comparison of data sets and integration and composition of disimilar data;
3) fully exploits the capabilities of a distributed, heterogeneous computing environment, including workstations, large vector machines, and massively parallel processors; 4) produces presentation materials that effectively convey information about the data sets presented; 5) uses "computational steering" techniques to guide models during execution.
High-Speed Networking
Our clients realize that 100 terabyte storage servers will not be located on their desktops; instead, they are likely to be at the far end of a wide-area network (WAN). Their visualization scenarios often make heavy use of animation, (e.g., "playing" the last 10 years of ozone hole imagery as frames of a movie), which requires ultra-highspeed networking.
THE SEQUOIA 2000 TECHNICAL PROJECTS
SEQUOIA 2000 is an interconnected collection of 6 projects in: storage file systems for tertiary memory DBMS networking visualization electronic repositories In this section we discuss each of these projects Our environment is a collection of DECstation 5000's which are deployed as both client and server machines. Systems at a single site are interconnected by FDDI networking, and the individual machines will be migrating to Alphas over the next year. The SEQUOIA 2000 sites are interconnected by the SEQUOIA network, a dedicated set of T1 (soon to be T3) lines donated to the project by the University of California. Deep storage consists of a collection of 6 robotic storage devices at Berkeley, with an aggregate capacity of 10 Tbytes. The robotic storage devices and their associated CPUs and secondary storage are collectively called Bigfoot, after the legendary gigantic ape-man of the Pacific Northwest.
The Storage Project
The Berkeley hardware group has pioneered the development of Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) [PATr88] . RAID requires a sophisticated I/O controller be placed between the CPU and the collection of disk devices. This I/O controller must keep the redundant parity information up to date and map logical blocks to physical locations on the media.
The same group is now focused on the possible construction of a better I/O controller that might control data migration between secondary and tertiary storage as well as play a part in any end-to-end compression scheme [KATZ91] . We are also considering striping and redundancy over media in a jukebox, robot arms in a jukebox, whole jukeboxes and even whole systems. Also, we are concerned with the issue of backup and A last area of possible research is the design of a backup scheme for tertiary storage. It is impossible to take a dump of a 10-terabyte storage system. At 1 Mbyte/sec, 10''7 seconds, about 4 months, would be needed. Obviously a new idea for dam reliability is required.
The File System Projects
we are building two files systems for BigfooL and plan to run three additional commercial ones. All file systems will support a standard UNIX file system interface.
The first file system is Highlight [KOHL93] . It is an extension of the Logstructured File System (LFS) pioneered for disk devices by Rosenblum and Ousterhout [ROSE92] . LFS treats a disk device as a single continuous log onto which newly-written disk blocks are appended. Blocks are never overwritten, so a disk device can always be written sequentially. In particular problem areas, this may lead to much higher performance [SELT93] . LFS also has the advantage of rapid recovery from a system crash: potentially damaged blocks in an LFS are easily found, because the last few blocks that were written prior to a crash are always at the end of the log. Conventional file systems require much more laborious checking to ascertain thek integrity.
Highlight extends LFS to support tertiary storage by adding a second logstructured file system, plus migration and bookkeeping code that treats the disk LFS as a cache for the tertiary storage one. Highlight should give excellent performance on a workload that is "write-mostly." This should be an excellent match to the SEQUOIA 2000 environment, whose clients want to archive vast amounts of data.
The second file system is Inversion [OLSO93, STON93], which is built on top of the POSTGRES DBMS. Like most DBMSs, POSTGRES supports binary large objects (blobs), which can contain an arbitrary number of variable-length byte strings. These large objects are stored in a customized storage system directly on a raw (i.e. non-file-stlucture) storage device. It is a straightforward exercise to have the DBMS make these large objects appear to be conventional files. Every read or write is turned by the DBMS front end into a query or update, which is processed directly by the DBMS.
Simulating files on top of DBMS large objects has several advantages. First, DBMS services such as transaction management and security are automatically supported for files. In addition, novel characteristics of POSTGRES, including time travel and an extensible type system for all DBMS objects [STON91b] , are automatically available for files. Of course, the possible disadvantage of files on top of a DBMS is poor performance, but our experiments show that Inversion performance is exceedingly good when large amounts of data are read and written [OLSO93], a characteristic of the SEQUOIA 2000 workload.
We plan to conduct a "bakeoff" of our two file systems against the three commercial ones we are using on as many of our robotic devices as possible. Moreover, we plan to drive the bakeoff using two large benchmarks. The first is the national version of the SEQUOIA 2000 benchmark, a 25-Gbyte dataset and associated queries, specified as a project standard [STON93b] . The second benchmark is a scientific and engineering workload derived from a tracing study of the Cray supercomputer at the National Center for Atmospheric Research [MILL92] . The purpose of the bakeoff is to ensure that both SEQUOIA 2000 file systems are robust, and to help SEQUOIA 2000 clients identify the file system that would best serve their particular applications.
The above file systems are Iraditional single-site systems, i.e. each file has a home location but can be remotely assessed through an NFS-like protocol. However, our clients expect that their data will be remotely stored on multiple SEQUOIA 2000 systems. Moreover, they expect frequently used data to be cached locally on the disk of their client machine or on a local server in their immediate vicinity. In addition, the clients do not want to know the name or location of the SEQUOIA 2000 server where their data are stored. Similarly, any data redundancy through multiple copies of objects should be likewise transparent. In short, they want a distributed file system, that supports location transparency. Several file systems have been designed that begin to serve this need. The most robust is arguably the Andrew File System [HARR91], developed at CMU. The improvements that we expect to make to the Andrew design are [ANDE92]: 1) optimizing for network bandwidth instead of server CPU load;
2) caching of file blocks, instead of caching whole files;
3) the ability to disable caching, when data being fetched are too large to fit in local cache; 4) "write back" cache coherence, so that when temporary files are created they are not immediately sent over the wide area network; 5) data structures designed to scale to terabytes of local cache and millions of cached files; 6) application control (when needed) over the file system's caching and migration policies.
We are embarking on a prototype effort in this direction, known internally as The SEQUOIA 2000 File System. In keeping with the project goal of naming all software systems after California places, it is called Shasta.
The DBMS Project
Some users will simply run application programs against the file system, and will have no use for DBMS technology. Others will store their data in a DBMS. To have any chance of meeting SEQUOIA 2000 client needs, a DBMS must support spatial data structures such as points, lines, polygons, and large multidimensional arrays (e.g. satellite images). Currently these data are not supported by popular generalpurpose relational and object-oriented DBMSs [STON91, DOZI92]. The best fit to SEQUOIA 2000 client needs would be either a special-purpose Geographic Information System (GIS) or a next-generation prototype DBMS. Since we have one such next-generation system within the project, we have elected to focus our DBMS work on this system, POSTGRES [STON90, STON91b].
To make POSTGRES suitable for SEQUOIA 2000 use, we require a schema for aU SEQUOIA 2000 data. This database design process is evolving as a cooperative exercise between various database experts at Berkeley, SDSC, CERL, and SAIC. As we develop the schema, we are loading it with several terabytes of client data; we expect this load process to continue for the duration of the project. As the schema evolves, some of the already-loaded data will need to be reformatted. How to reformat a multi-terabyte database in finite time is an open question that is troubling us.
Suppose a client wants to move data from one machine to another, say to run them through a program that resides on a supercomputer. There must be a way to transfer the metadata along with the data, so that complete information is available at the remote site. This function requires an on the wire protocol, and we are working on the definition of this protocol.
In addition to schema development, we are tuning POSTGRES to meet the needs of our clients. The interface to POSTGRES arrays is being improved, and a novel chunking strategy [SARA93] is being prototyped. The R-tree access method in POSTGRES is being extended to support the full range of SEQUOIA 2000 spatial objects. Moreover, our clients typically use pattern classification functions in POST-QUEL queries that are very expensive to compute. For example, Query 3 in the SEQUOIA 2000 benchmark selects AVHRR data for a given time and geographic rectangle and then calculate an arithmetic function of the five wavelength band values for each cell in the study rectangle, i.e: retrieve (raster-avg {clip (RASTER.data), RECTANGLE}) where RASTER.time = TIME Here, raster-avg is a user-defined function that computes a weighted average of the individual cell, and is CPU intensive. We have been working on the POSTGRES optimizer to deal intelligently with such queries [HELL93].
A second approach to distribution in SEQUOIA 2000 is a distributed database effort called Maripusa. Unlike a distributed file system that moves d_ata on demand from one or more remote sites to the user's program as needed, a distributed database system has the option of moving the user's query to the data or moving the data to the query, whichever is thought to be more efficient.
Unlike previous distributed DBMSs, which have assumed that data are statically partitioned among the sites in a computer network, Mariposa will assume that d_ata will freely migrate among sites, and that data placement is a dynamic optimization issue. Lastly, Mariposa will attempt to make placement decisions by constructing a rule engine that will interpret a rule base. In this way, it is easy for a user to freely change the behavior of the system by changing a few rules. Mariposa is at its initial design stage.
Our last thrust is a facility to interface the UCLA General Circulation Model (G-CM) to POSTGRES. This interface is a "data pump" because it pumps data out the simulation model and into POSTGRES. As such, it has been named the big lift after the DWR pumping station that raises Northern California water over the Tehachapi Mountains into Southern California.
The UCLA GCM produces a vector of simulation output variables for each time step of a lengthy run, for each cell in a three-dimensional grid of amaosphere and ocean. Depending on the scale of the model, its resolution, and the capability of the serial or parallel machine on which the model is running, the UCLA GCM can produce anywhere from 0.1 to 10 Mbytes/sec of output. The purpose of the big lift is to install these data into a POSTGRES database in real time. It is likely that the big lift will have to exploit parallelism in the data manager if it has to keep up with the execution of the model on a massively parallel architecture.
The Network Project
It is possible for the implementation of each layer in the SEQUOIA 2000 architecture to exist on a different machine. Specifically, the application can be remote from the DBMS, which can be remote from the file system, which can be remote from the storage device. Each layer assumes a local UNIX socket connection or a LAN or WAN connection using TCP. Actual connections among SEQUOIA 2000 sites use either the Internet or a dedicated T1 (1.54 Mbit/sec) network, contributed to SEQUOIA 2000 by the University of California.
The SEQUOIA 2000 T1 network uses DECstation 5000's (soon to become Alphas) as routers, instead of "custom iron." The project will soon upgrade to T3 (45 Mbit/sec) lines, and the computer science researchers in charge of the network are confident that workstation-based routers will continue to be fast enough. Furthermore, the SEQUOIA 2000 network is installing a guaranteed delivery service, through which a client program can contract with the network to guarantee a specific bandwidth and latency if the client agrees not to try to send faster than the contract. This service requires a "set-up" phase for a connection that will allocate bandwidth on all the lines and in all the switches [FERR90].
The network researchers are concerned that Ultrix copies every byte four times between retrieving it from storage and sending it out over a network connection. Even Alphas may not be fast enough to overcome this bottleneck. We are modifying Ullrix to "fast-path" network connections through the operating system, bypassing the redundant copyings.
The Visualization Project
SEQUOIA 2000 has standardized on IDL and AVS as our "official" off-theshelf visualization software packages. AVS is liked for its easy-to-use "boxes and arrows" user interface, while IDL has a more conventional procedural programming notation. On the other hand, IDL is liked for its more flexible 2D graphics features. Both IDL and AVS allow a user to read and write file data.
To connect to the DBMS, we have written an AVS-POSTGRES bridge. This program allows one to construct an ad-hoc POSTGRES query and pipe the result into an AVS boxes-and-arrows network. Our clients can thus use AVS for further processing of any data retrieved from the DBMS. IDL is being interfaced to AVS by the vendor, so data retrieved from the database will be moved into IDL using AVS as an intermediary.
AVS has a collection of severe disadvantages as a visualiTation tool for our clients: 1) A type system that is different from the POSTGRES type system, without direct knowledge of the common SEQUOIA 2000 schema.
2) A severe appetite for main memory. AVS depends on virtual memory to pass results between various boxes. It maintains the output of each box in virtual memory for the duration of an execution session, so if a user changes a run-time parameter somewhere in the network, AVS will recompute only the "downstream" boxes, by taking advantage of the previous output. As a result, SEQUOIA 2000 clients, who produce large intermediate results, consume large amounts of both virtual and real memory: they report that 64 megabytes of real memory on a workstation is often not enough to enable serious AVS use.
3) No support for "zooming" into data of interest to obtain higher resolution. 4) No history of how any given data element was constructed, the so-called data lineage of an item. 4) A "video player" model for animation, which is too primitive for many SEQUOIA 2000 clients.
To correct these deficiencies, we have designed Tioga, a new boxes-andarrows programming environment that is "DBMS-centric," i.e. the environment's type system is the same as the DBMS type system. The user interface presents a "flight simulator" paradigm for browsing the output of a boxes-and-arrows network, allowing the user to "navigate" around his data and then zoom in to obtain additional data on items of particular interest. Tioga [STON92] is a joint project between Berkeley and SDSC, and a prototype "early Tioga" [CHEN91] is currently running.
The Electronic Repository
Our final project considers the entire 10 Tbyte Bigfoot repository as a large electronic library. Although it has some textual information, including all of the UC Berkeley Computer Science Technical reports, Bigfoot contains primarily raw satellite data, "cooked" data, typically processed into polygons of constant classification, images, simulation output, and computer programs. Our clients want to retrieve objects from the library, usually by content. For example, DWR is digitizing their 500,000 slide media library and wants to retrieve it by content. For example, they might want to find all the images of ducks in the Sacramento River delta with blue sky in the background.
The purpose of the repository project is to support such information retrieval from Bigfoot. So far, we have focused on the textual portion of Bigfoot, and have designed Lassen, a browsing capability for textual information. Lassen has two components. The first is Cheshire [LARS91] , a facility for constructing weighted keyword indices for the words in a document, stored as an instance of some particular POSTGRES type. Cheshire builds on the pioneering work of the Cornell Smart system. and operates as the action part of a POSTGRES rule that is triggered on each document insertion, update, or removal. The second piece of Lassen is a front-end query tool with natural language understanding, allowing a user to ask for all documents that satisfy a collection of keywords, by inquiring in a subset of Natural English.
Lassen is now operational, and retrievals can be requested against the currently loaded collection of SEQUOIA 2000 documents. This document collection includes some (soon to be all) Berkeley Computer Science technical reports, a collection of DWR publications, the Berkeley Cognitive Science technical reports, and the technical reports from the UC Santa Barbara Center for Remote Sensing and Environmental
Optics.
Over the next year, we expect to: 1) Install phrase recognition software in Cheshire that will extend its indexing capabilities from single words to noun phases. Other research has shown this to be a good way to increase the precision of the answer to a query [EVAN91].
2) Move Lassen to a Z39.50 protocol [LYNC91] The client portion of Lassen would emit Z39.50 and we would write a Z39.50 to POSTGRES translator on the server side. This would allow the Lassen client code to access non-SEQUOIA 2000 informarion, and the SEQUOIA 2000 server to be accessed by text retrieval front ends other than Cheshire.
3) Extend Lassen coverage to include non-document materials such as business cards, marketing reports, etc.
COMMON CONCERNS
Four concerns of SEQUOIA clients cannot be isolated to a project area; guaranteed delivery; abstracts; compression; integration with other software.
Guaranteed Delivery
Guaranteed delivery must be an end-to-end contract. Suppose a SEQUOIA 2000 client wishes to visualize a specific computation, for example, observing Hurricane Andrew as it moves from the Bahamas to Florida to Louisiana. Specifically, the client wishes to visualize appropriate satellite imagery at 500x500 resolution, in 8-bit color, at 10 frames per second. This requires 2.5 Mbytes/sec of bandwidth to the client's screen. The following scenario might be the resulting computation steps:
The DBMS runs a query to fetch the satellite imagery. It might require returning a 16-bit data value for each pixel that will ultimately go to the screen, so the DBMS agrees to execute the query in such a way that it returns 5.0 Mbytes/sec.
The storage system at the server fetches some number of I/O blocks from secondary and/or tertiary storage. DBMs query optimizers can accurately guess how many blocks they need to read to satisfy a query. It is an easy extension for the DBMS to generate a guaranteed delivery contract that the storage manager must satisfy that will in turn allow the DBMS to satisfy its contract.
The network agrees to deliver 5.0 Mbytes/sec over the link connecting the client to the server. The SEQUOIA 2000 network software is designed to accommodate exactly this sort of contract request.
The visualization package agrees to translate the 16-bit pixels into 8-bit colors, and to render the result onto the screen at 2.5 Mbytes/sec.
In short, guaranteed delivery is a collection of contracts that must be adhered to by the storage system, the DBMS, the visualization system, and the network. One approach to implementing the required contracts is discussed in [STON92].
Abstracts
The SEQUOIA 2000 visualization process needs abstracts. Consider again the Hurricane Andrew example. The client might initially want to browse the hurricane at 100xl00 resolution. Then, if he found something of interest, he would like to zoom in and increase the resolution, usually to the maximum available in the original data. This ability to change the amount of resolution in an image dynamically has been termed abstracts [FINE92] .
Abstracts are a much more powerful construct than merely providing resolution adjustment. Obtaining more detail may entail moving from one representation to another. For example, one could have an icon for a document, zoom in to see the (textual) abstract, and then zoom in further to see the entire document. This use of abstracts was popularized in the DBMS community by SDMS [HERO80].
SEQUOIA 2000 clients wish to have abstracts. However, they could be managed by any combination of the visualization tool, the network, the DBMS, or the file system. In the visualization tool case, abstracts are defined for boxes-and-arrows networks [STON92] . In the DBMS case, abstracts would be defined for individual d_a!_a elements or for data classes. If the network manages abstracts, then it will use them to automatically lower resolution to eliminate congestion. Much research on the optimization of network abslracts (called hierarchical encoding of data in that community) has been presented [DIXI91] . Lastly, in the file system case, abstracts would be defined for files. There are SEQUOIA 2000 researchers pursuing all four possibilities.
Compression
The SEQUOIA 2000 clients are open to any compression scheme as long as it is lossless. For many satellites, the characteristics of the sensor and the quantization and transmission of the data were designed around processing algorithms for interpretation of geophysical phenomena. Hence every bit is significant, and a lossy compression algorithm would probably introduce large errors into the interpretation of the data.
"Old" data also must be preserved. Twenty years ago, the equatorial Pacific Ocean was less interesting than in the last decade, when the El Nino has been discovered to affect weather patterns in the Western United States. Old data about E1 Nino are now central to many scientific research agendas. Such unpredictability of 4.08 the future importance of data can be expected to continue indefinitely and leads to the decision to keep everything at its finest available resolution.
Some SEQUOIA 2000 data are not economically compressible, and should be stored in clear (uncompressed) form. For such data, the use of abslracts offers a mechanism to lower the bandwidth required between the storage device and the visualization program. However, little saving of tertiary storage space via compression is available for such data.
On the other hand, some SEQUOIA 2000 data are compressible and should be stored in compressed form. When should compression and decompression occur? The only concept that makes any sense is the principle of just in lime decompression. For example, if the storage manager compresses data as they are written and then decompresses them on a read, then the network manager may then recompress the data for transmission over a WAN to a remote site where they will be decompressed again. Obviously, data should be moved in compressed form and only decompressed when necessary. In general, this will mean in the visualization system on the client machine. If the data are searched by some criteria, then the DBMS may have to decompress the data to search through them. Lastly, it is possible that an application resides on the same machine as the storage manager. If so, the file system must be in charge of decompressing the data. All software modules in the SEQUOIA 2000 architecture must co-operate to decompress just-in-time and compress as-early-aspossible. Like guaranteed delivery, compression is a task where every element must cooperate.
Integration with Other Software
SEQUOIA 2000 researchers will always need access to other commercial and public-domain software packages. It would be a serious mistake for the project to develop every tool the researcher needs, or to add a needed function to our architecture when it can be provided by integration with another package. SEQUOIA 2000 thus needs "grease and glue," so that interface modules to other packages, e.g. S, are easily written.
LESSONS RELEVANT TO GIS SYSTEMS
In this section we share some of the lessons we have learned about large spatial database applications from our SEQUOIA 2000 experience.
First, it is essential to find out what the real problem is. SEQUOIA 2000 users are beset with a hugh number of inadequacies with current technology in many areas. However, they are quick to point out which ones are major showstoppers and which ones are a minor annoyance. For example, our users report that storing raster data is a serious problem, while storing vector data is only a minor nuisance. Basically, raster data comes in terabytes, while vector data comes in megabytes. This huge difference in scale makes it the important "gorilla" to deal with. Also, our users are inundated with a myriad of formats for data that they have to "crack". Hence, any data integration project is measured in months, and essentially all of the delay occurs in writing the program to convert from one format to another. Our users are desperate for standards, that would cut down on the number of formats, and for general purpose conversion tools to deal with format conversion. Furthermore, our users invariably want to correlate disparate kinds of data, i.e. raster data to vector data and raster data to simulation output. They need a general purpose DBMS that will allow such correlations between disparate objects to take place, and are frustrated with the inability of current commercial GIS products to do this. Lastly, they occasionally mention the storage and indexing of vector d_ata~ but seem unconcerned with performance. Also, the exact nature of the spatial access method that is used to retrieve their data does not concern them. Second, it is essential to realize that large spatial applications are end-to-end problems, i.e. they require the storage manager, the DBMS, the network and the visualization tool to cooperate. The failure of any piece dooms the application to the performance of the failed piece. Also, many functions (e.g. compression, abstracting) can be done by several different subsystems. It is essential that each function be done only by the subsystem(s) best able to perform it. Hence, one must adopt a total systems view of the problem.
Next, building a schema for geographic data has been a very hard problem for us. Raster data is very complex, since it entails recording data in units specific to the satellite, for a tile spacing also unique to the satellite. Moreover, information should be retained about the calibration of the on-board instruments and about the cartographic projection system that is used for processed data. Data recorded for GCMs includes all of the above information, plus parameters used for the model run and an additional vector of output variables.
We assembled a committee of experts to design a schema, and they immediately became lost in the potential complexity of the task they had undertaken. Moreover, there were "religious" wars over whether meta data should be encapsulated with the object that it represents, or put in a separate schema where it could be queried easily.
The only way we have made progress is to drastically curtail the scope of the activity to describing a few data sets. In this way, we are doing a schema for a simple subset of SEQUOIA 2000 objects and will then expand it over time. Hence, we are learning to "walk" before trying to "run", and it has been a humbling experience.
Furthermore, in the process of loading Bigfoot with data, we have found that virtually every data set that we receive is in a customized format. Hence, a large amount of effort has been spent "cracking" each code. As such, data load, not data retrieval, has been the biggest problem so far.
Lastly, SEQUOIA 2000 is a multi-disciplinary project in which the participants are geographically dispersed. It has taken a lot of time for the computer scientists and the Earth scientists to understand each other. For example the work "benchmark" means very different things to the two communities. Also, electronic mail and airplane tickets are an inadequate means of maintaining a sense of project coherency. We have purchased video teleconferencing equipment for each site, and make very heavy use of it. Even with this technology, staying in touch is a major challenge. 
CONCLUSIONS
The SEQUOIA 2000 project plans an initial software distribution consisting of Highlight, Inversion, POSTGRES, the AVS-POSTGRES bridge, the big lift, Lassen, and perhaps an early version of Tioga during 1993. Sequoia Global Change investigators plan to use the prototype tools for analysis of Earth science data and models, in innovative ways that would have been difficult without the SEQUOIA 2000 environment.
